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Front Hooks 6s to make 7s 

E 

E-AGLETS EAGLETS AEEGLST EAGLET, young eagle [n] 

E-ASTERN EASTERN AEENRST being to, toward, or in east [adj] 

E-ASTERS EASTERS AEERSST EASTER, wind or storm from east [n] 

E-CARTES ECARTES ACEERST ECARTE, card game [n] 

E-CHARDS ECHARDS ACDEHRS ECHARD, water in soil not available to plants [n] 

E-CLOSED ECLOSED CDEELOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

E-CLOSES ECLOSES CEELOSS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

E-COTYPE ECOTYPE CEEOPTY subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [n -S] 

E-IRENIC EIRENIC CEEIINR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

E-LAPSED ELAPSED ADEELPS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

E-LAPSES ELAPSES AEELPSS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

E-LECTOR ELECTOR CEELORT one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

E-LEGIST ELEGIST EEGILST one that writes elegies [n -S] 

E-LEGITS ELEGITS EEGILST ELEGIT, type of judicial writ [n] 

E-LOPERS ELOPERS EELOPRS ELOPER, one that elopes (to run off secretly to be married) [n] 

E-LOPING ELOPING EGILNOP ELOPE, to run off secretly to be married [v] 

E-LUTING ELUTING EGILNTU ELUTE, to remove by means of solvent [v] 

E-MAILED EMAILED ADEEILM EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

E-MENDED EMENDED DDEEEMN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

E-MENDER EMENDER DEEEMNR one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n -S] 

E-MERGED EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

E-MERGES EMERGES EEEGMRS EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

E-MOTION EMOTION EIMNOOT affective state of consciousness [n -S] 

E-MOTIVE EMOTIVE EEIMOTV pertaining to emotion (affective state of consciousness) [adj] 

E-NATION ENATION AEINNOT outgrowth from surface of organ [n -S] 

E-PATERS EPATERS AEEPRST EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

E-RASERS ERASERS AEERRSS ERASER, one that erases (to rub or scrape out) [n] 

E-RASING ERASING AEGINRS ERASE, to rub or scrape out [v] 

E-RASURE ERASURE AEERRSU act of erasing (to rub or scrape out) [n -S] 

E-RECTOR ERECTOR CEEORRT one that erects (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

E-RODENT ERODENT DEENORT erosive (causing erosion) [adj] 

E-SCAPED ESCAPED ACDEEPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

E-SCAPES ESCAPES ACEEPSS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

E-SCARPS ESCARPS ACEPRSS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

E-SERINE ESERINE EEEINRS toxic alkaloid [n -S] 

E-SPOUSE ESPOUSE EEOPSSU to marry (to enter into marriage) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

E-SPRITS ESPRITS EIPRSST ESPRIT, spirit [n] 

E-SPYING ESPYING EGINPSY ESPY, to catch sight of [v] 

E-SQUIRE ESQUIRE EEIQRSU to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

E-STATED ESTATED ADEESTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

E-STATES ESTATES AEESSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

E-STRAYS ESTRAYS AERSSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

E-STRUMS ESTRUMS EMRSSTU ESTRUM, estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n] 

E-TALONS ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n] 
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E-THANES ETHANES AEEHNST ETHANE, gaseous hydrocarbon [n] 

E-TOILES ETOILES EEILOST ETOILE, star [n] 

E-TRIERS ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

E-UPHROE EUPHROE EEHOPRU device used to adjust shipboard awning [n -S] 

E-VANISH EVANISH AEHINSV to vanish (to disappear) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

E-VENTER EVENTER EEENRTV horse or rider competing in eventing [n -S] 

E-VICTOR EVICTOR CEIORTV one that evicts (to expel by legal process) [n -S] 

E-VILEST EVILEST EEILSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

E-VOLUTE EVOLUTE EELOTUV type of geometric curve [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Front Hooks 7s to make 8s 

E 

E-CAUDATE ECAUDATE AACDEETU having no tail [adj] 

E-CLOSING ECLOSING CEGILNOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

E-COTYPES ECOTYPES CEEOPSTY ECOTYPE, subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [n] 

E-DENTATE EDENTATE ADEEENTT toothless mammal [n -S] 

E-IRENICS EIRENICS CEEIINRS irenics (branch of theology) [n] 

E-LAPSING ELAPSING AEGILNPS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

E-LECTION ELECTION CEEILNOT act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

E-LECTORS ELECTORS CEELORST ELECTOR, one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n] 

E-LEGISTS ELEGISTS EEGILSST ELEGIST, one that writes elegies [n] 

E-LEVATOR ELEVATOR AEELORTV one that elevates (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n -S] 

E-MAILING EMAILING AEGIILMN EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

E-MENDERS EMENDERS DEEEMNRS EMENDER, one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n] 

E-MENDING EMENDING DEEGIMNN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

E-MERGING EMERGING EEGGIMNR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

E-MIGRANT EMIGRANT AEGIMNRT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S] 

E-MIGRATE EMIGRATE AEEGIMRT to leave one country or region to settle in another [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-MISSION EMISSION EIIMNOSS act of emitting (to send forth) [n -S] 

E-MISSIVE EMISSIVE EEIIMSSV EMISSION, act of emitting (to send forth) [adj] 

E-MOTIONS EMOTIONS EIMNOOST EMOTION, affective state of consciousness [n] 

E-NATIONS ENATIONS AEINNOST ENATION, outgrowth from surface of organ [n] 

E-NERVATE ENERVATE AEEENRTV to deprive of strength or vitality [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-PHORATE EPHORATE AEEHOPRT office of ephor [n -S] 

E-QUALITY EQUALITY AEILQTUY state of being equal [n -S] 

E-QUIPPED EQUIPPED DEEIPPQU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed [v] 

E-QUIPPER EQUIPPER EEIPPQRU one that equips (to provide with whatever is needed) [n -S] 

E-RADIATE ERADIATE AADEEIRT to radiate (to emit rays) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-RASURES ERASURES AEERRSSU ERASURE, act of erasing (to rub or scrape out) [n] 

E-RECTORS ERECTORS CEEORRST ERECTOR, one that erects (to build (to construct)) [n] 

E-SCALADE ESCALADE AACDEELS to enter by means of ladders [v -D, -DING, -S] 

E-SCALLOP ESCALLOP ACELLOPS to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v -D, -PING, -S] 

E-SCAPING ESCAPING ACEGINPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

E-SCARPED ESCARPED ACDEEPRS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 
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E-SERINES ESERINES EEEINRSS ESERINE, toxic alkaloid [n] 

E-SPECIAL ESPECIAL ACEEILPS special (of distinct kind or character) [adj] 

E-SPOUSAL ESPOUSAL AELOPSSU marriage ceremony [n -S] 

E-SPOUSED ESPOUSED DEEOPSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

E-SPOUSES ESPOUSES EEOPSSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

E-SQUIRED ESQUIRED DEEIQRSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

E-SQUIRES ESQUIRES EEIQRSSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

E-STATING ESTATING AEGINSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

E-STOPPED ESTOPPED DEEOPPST ESTOP, to impede by estoppel [v] 

E-STOVERS ESTOVERS EEORSSTV necessities allowed by law [n] 

E-STRANGE ESTRANGE AEEGNRST to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

E-STRAYED ESTRAYED ADEERSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

E-UPHROES EUPHROES EEHOPRSU EUPHROE, device used to adjust shipboard awning [n] 

E-VALUATE EVALUATE AAEELTUV to determine value of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-VENTERS EVENTERS EEENRSTV EVENTER, horse or rider competing in eventing [n] 

E-VENTING EVENTING EEGINNTV equestrian competition [n -S] 

E-VERSION EVERSION EEINORSV act of everting (to turn outward or inside out) [n -S] 

E-VICTORS EVICTORS CEIORSTV EVICTOR, one that evicts (to expel by legal process) [n] 

E-VOCABLE EVOCABLE ABCEELOV capable of being evoked [adj] 

E-VOLUTES EVOLUTES EELOSTUV EVOLUTE, type of geometric curve [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Front Hooks 8s to make 9s 

E 

E-IRENICAL  EIRENICAL ACEEIILNR relating to peace, moderation, or conciliation [adj] 

E-JACULATE  EJACULATE AACEEJLTU to eject from living body (specifically: semen) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-LATERITE  ELATERITE AEEEILRTT mineral consisting of dark brown elastic resin occurring in soft flexible masses [n-S] 

E-LECTIONS  ELECTIONS CEEILNOST ELECTION, act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n] 

E-LEVATORS  ELEVATORS AEELORSTV ELEVATOR, one that elevates (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n] 

E-LOCUTION  ELOCUTION CEILNOOTU art of effective public speaking [n -S] 

E-MAILABLE  EMAILABLE AABEEILLM capable of being emailed (to send message to by computer) [adj] 

E-MENDABLE  EMENDABLE ABDEEELMN able to be corrected usually by textual alterations [adj] 

E-MERGENCE  EMERGENCE CEEEEGMNR act or instance of emerging(to become known) [n -S] 

E-MIGRANTS  EMIGRANTS AEGIMNRST EMIGRANT, one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n] 

E-MIGRATED  EMIGRATED ADEEGIMRT EMIGRATE, to leave one country or region to settle in another [v] 

E-MIGRATES  EMIGRATES AEEGIMRST EMIGRATE, to leave one country or region to settle in another [v] 

E-MISSIONS  EMISSIONS EIIMNOSSS EMISSION, act of emitting (to send forth) [n] 

E-MOTIONAL  EMOTIONAL AEILMNOOT of or relating to emotion [adj] 

E-MOTIVITY  EMOTIVITY EIIMOTTVY of or relating to emotions [n -TIES] 

E-NUCLEATE  ENUCLEATE ACEEELNTU to deprive of nucleus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-NUMERATE  ENUMERATE AEEEMNRTU to ascertain number of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-PHORATES  EPHORATES AEEHOPRST EPHORATE, office of ephor [n] 

E-PICRITIC  EPICRITIC CCEIIIPRT of, relating to, being, or mediating cutaneous sensory reception [adj] 

E-QUIPPERS  EQUIPPERS EEIPPQRSU EQUIPPER, one that equips (to provide with whatever is needed) [n] 

E-QUIPPING  EQUIPPING EGIINPPQU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed [v] 
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E-RADIATED  ERADIATED AADDEEIRT ERADIATE, to radiate (to emit rays) [v] 

E-RADIATES  ERADIATES AADEEIRST ERADIATE, to radiate (to emit rays) [v] 

E-RADICATE  ERADICATE AACDEEIRT to do away with as completely as if by pulling up by roots [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-SCALADES  ESCALADES AACDEELSS ESCALADE, to enter by means of ladders [v] 

E-SCALLOPS  ESCALLOPS ACELLOPSS ESCALLOP, to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v] 

E-SCARPING  ESCARPING ACEGINPRS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

E-SPOUSALS  ESPOUSALS AELOPSSSU ESPOUSAL, marriage ceremony [n] 

E-SPOUSING  ESPOUSING EGINOPSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

E-SQUIRING  ESQUIRING EGIINQRSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

E-STABLISH  ESTABLISH ABEHILSST to put on firm basis [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

E-STOPPAGE  ESTOPPAGE AEEGOPPST hinderance [n -S] 

E-STOPPING  ESTOPPING EGINOPPST ESTOP, to impede by estoppel [v] 

E-STRANGER  ESTRANGER AEEGNRRST to arouse especially mutual enmity or indifference where there had been love, affection, or friendliness [n -S] 

E-STRANGES  ESTRANGES AEEGNRSST ESTRANGE, to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v] 

E-STRAYING  ESTRAYING AEGINRSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

E-THIONINE  ETHIONINE EEHIINNOT amino acid [n -S] 

E-VAGINATE  EVAGINATE AAEEGINTV to turn outward or inside out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

E-VALUABLE  EVALUABLE AABEELLUV able to be evaluated [adj] 

E-VALUATED  EVALUATED AADEELTUV EVALUATE, to determine value of [v] 

E-VALUATES  EVALUATES AAEELSTUV EVALUATE, to determine value of [v] 

E-VALUATOR  EVALUATOR AAELORTUV one that evaluates [n -S] 

E-VANISHED  EVANISHED ADEEHINSV EVANISH, to vanish (to disappear) [v] 

E-VANISHES  EVANISHES AEEHINSSV EVANISH, to vanish (to disappear) [v] 

E-VENTLESS  EVENTLESS EEELNSSTV without any event or incident worth noting [adj] 

E-VERSIONS  EVERSIONS EEINORSSV EVERSION, act of everting (to turn outward or inside out) [n] 

E-VINCIBLE  EVINCIBLE BCEEIILNV able to display clearly [adj] 

E-VOCATION  EVOCATION ACEINOOTV act or fact of evoking [n -S] 

E-VOCATIVE  EVOCATIVE ACEEIOTVV evoking or tending to evoke especially emotional response [adj] 

E-VOLUTION  EVOLUTION EILNOOTUV descent with modification from preexisting species [n -S] 
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